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English title - Fall of Giants Paperback 900 pages Historical romance Fall of Giants is Ken Follett's
magnificent new historical epic. The first novel in The Century Trilogy, it follows the fates of five
interrelated families-American, German, Russian, English, and Welsh-as they move through the world-
shaking dramas of the First World War, the Russian Revolution, and the struggle for women's suffrage.
Thirteen-year-old Billy Williams enters a man's world in the Welsh mining pits...Gus Dewar, an American
law student rejected in love, finds a surprising new career in Woodrow Wilson's White House...two orphaned
Russian brothers, Grigori and Lev Peshkov, embark on radically different paths half a world apart when their
plan to emigrate to America falls afoul of war, conscription, and revolution...Billy's sister, Ethel, a
housekeeper for the aristocratic Fitzherberts, takes a fateful step above her station, while Lady Maud
Fitzherbert herself crosses deep into forbidden territory when she falls in love with Walter von Ulrich, a spy
at the German embassy in London... These characters and many others find their lives inextricably entangled
as, in a saga of unfolding drama and intriguing complexity, Fall of Giants moves seamlessly from
Washington to St. Petersburg, from the dirt and danger of a coal mine to the glittering chandeliers of a
palace, from the corridors of power to the bedrooms of the mighty. As always with Ken Follett, the historical
background is brilliantly researched and rendered, the action fast-moving, the characters rich in nuance and
emotion. It is destined to be a new classic. In future volumes of The Century Trilogy, subsequent generations
of the same families will travel through the great events of the rest of the twentieth century, changing
themselves-and the century itself. With passion and the hand of a master, Follett brings us into a world we
thought we knew, but now will never seem the same again.
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From reader reviews:

Mildred Kelly:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important to you? Or just adding material if you want something
to explain what yours problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy person? If you don't have spare
time to try and do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have spare time? What did you
do? Everyone has many questions above. The doctor has to answer that question due to the fact just their can
do this. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is right. Because start from on
kindergarten until university need this particular Nefilat Anakim to read.

Guadalupe Marshall:

This book untitled Nefilat Anakim to be one of several books this best seller in this year, honestly, that is
because when you read this book you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy this kind of book
in the book store or you can order it by way of online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you quicker to read this book, because you can read this book in your Cell phone. So there is no
reason to your account to past this guide from your list.

Jodie Jennings:

The reserve untitled Nefilat Anakim is the reserve that recommended to you to see. You can see the quality
of the guide content that will be shown to anyone. The language that author use to explained their ideas are
easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of research when write the book, and so the information
that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of Nefilat Anakim from
the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Ralph Ainsworth:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make someone
to understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information much easier to
share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and
soon. You can observe that now, a lot of publisher in which print many kinds of book. The book that
recommended to you is Nefilat Anakim this reserve consist a lot of the information from the condition of this
world now. That book was represented how can the world has grown up. The words styles that writer use to
explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some exploration when he makes this book. This is why
this book suited all of you.
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